Abstract
Introduction
There has been a tremendous growth in the use of multimedia Internet services, and in particular, applications like News-on-Demand (NOD) and Video-on-Demand (VoD) have become very popular. Thus, the number of users, as well as the amount of data each user downloads from servers on the Internet, is rapidly increasing. Today, contemporary mid-price personal computers are capable of handling the load that such multimedia applications impose on the client system, but in Media-on-Demand (MOD) servers, the potentially (very) high number of concurrent users retrieving data represent a problem. In MOD servers in general, commodity operating systems represent the major performance bottleneck, because operating systems are not There are two basic orthogonal approaches for this problem: (1) development of an architecture for a single server that makes optimal use of a given set of resources, i.e., maximize the number of concurrent clients a single server can support; and (2) combination of multiple single servers, e.g., in a server farm or cluster, to scale up the number of concurrent users.
We have concentrated on the first approach. To support multiple concurrent users each retrieving a high data rate multimedia stream, the operating system and server architecture must be improved and optimized. Crucial issues include copy operations and multiple copies of the same data in main memory [12] . A major bottleneck in high throughput systems is the send() system call (and equivalents) which copies data from the application buffer in user space to the kernel memory region. This is expensive for several reasons [6] : 0 The bandwidth of the main memory is limited, and every copy operation is effected by this.
0 A lot of CPU cycles are consumed, for every copy operation. Often, the CPU must move the data word-byword from the source bufler to the destination, i.e., all the data flows through the CPU. This means that the CPU is unavailable during the copy operation.
0 Data copy operations affect the cache. Since the CPU accesses main memory through the cache, useful information resident in the cache before the copy operation is flushed out. This paper focuses on the design, implementation, and evaluation of our zero-copy mechanism, realized in OpenBSD. Our pcrformance measurements show the potential for substantial performance improvement when moving data through the communication system without any copy operations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the implementation. In Section 3, we present the results from our performance experiments. Finally, we summarize and conclude the paper in Section 4.
Design and Implementation in OpenRSD
The primary goal of this work is to determine the impact that limited memory bandwidth has on network throughput and the potential for improvement by using a copy elimination mechanism.
The protocols UDP/IP and TCP/IP are widely implemented and used. UDP is best suited for experiments to analyze the influence of copy operations to I/O overhead, because TCP attempts, among many other things, to avoid overloading the network. UDP merely transmits data received from an application onto the network as fast as possible. This will likely make the OS overhead more visible with UDP, since TCP performance is aiso influenced by protocol parameters, the state of the receiver, and the network between the endpoints.
Data movement
The transfer of data between the application and the kernel is normally performed by copying the data. The major data processing task involved in UDP processing is the checksum calculation, which can be performed in hardware with some NICs (Network Interface Cards). Sending fragmented packets can be done by making a new copy of each fragment and adding headers to each fragment. These copy operations can be avoided if the NIC supports scutter/gather DMA, which lets the headers be constructed separately while the buffer is kept in one piece. This makes the implementation at the sender side relatively simple, since application data can in many cases be used without changing their alignment.
Ensuring that the payload of received packets are aligned to application buffers without alignment requirements is more difficult since packets are usually copied from the NIC before being processed. Demultiplexing packets in the NIC might be possible with some.cards, but is complicated by fragmentation which can produce situations where the recipient cannot be determined before an entire packet has been reassembled.
Based on this, we will focus on outgoing UDP traffic in the measurements, since this will make it easier to see the impact data copies have on the overhead from the OS. Using the VM system to move data is also simpler with outgoing UDP traffic, compared to incoming UDP traffic. Performance in other situations than those tested might be lower, but the measurements should give an indication of what the upper limit is. Another important reason to focus this work on the data movement at the sender is that we are interested in improving the design of MOD servers to support more concurrent users.
Platform
Two Intel Pentium I1 PCs running OpenBSD are used for testing. OpenBSDli386 supports both the original Mach derived VM system found in 4.4BSD, and UVM [6] . UVM allows the transfer, loan and sharing of VM pages between one or more applications, and between an application and the kernel. The VM page size is 4096 octets on Intel machines, with 4 GB virtual memory addressable through a 32 bits address space.
For our experiments we used two 3com 3~9 8 5 Gigabit Ethernet cards based on the Tigon I1 chip [l] . The Tigon chip supports both a 32 and 64 bit PCI data path; the maximum bus bandwidth is 132 MB/s and 264 MB/s, respectively. The NIC can be used in both, 32 bit and 64.bit PCI slots, but the test machines are only equipped with 32 bit slots.
A few simple tests with this equipment showed that the maximum throughput we could reach is significantly lower than the theoretical maximum speed for Gigabit Ethernet. We measured the TCP throughput with netpeg, a network performance tool, and found it to be 200.84 Mbit/s with a buffer size of 4096 octets. The UDP throughput is 391 Mbit/s for the same buffer size with UDP checksums enabled. This is greater than the maximum value for 100 Mbit/s Ethernet, but clearly below the maximum for Gigabit Ethernet. It is intuitively clear that the performance of the Intel Pentium I1 PC is not sufficient to fully utilize the available bandwidth of Gigabit Ethernet. It is important to note that this is for the purposes of this study an advantage. Improvements in the protocol implementation that result in reduced data movement and CPU usage should produce a higher throughput and be easy to measure.
UDP send data path
Sending data on a socket with the send() system call results in the sendit() function being called in the kernel. This function checks the arguments and then calls sosend(). The sosend() function performs additional error checking, mainly to ensure that there is room for the data. If the call is non-blocking, as much data as possible is sent. The protocol dependent handling function is then called. For UDP/IP, this is udp-usrreq, which calls the output function udp-output(). The UDP checksum is calculated before ip-oiitpiit() is called. The IP processing function finds the outgoing interface, calculates the IP header checksum, and calls the interface output routine.
UVM loan related modifications
The page loanour mechanism in UVM allows a loan of one or more VM pages between different parts of the OS. The loaned pages are marked COW (Copy On Write). UVM can be used to loan a page belonging to an application to the kernel. This can be used to make the contents of a buffer, which is about to be transmitted over the network, available to the kernel without making a copy of the data. The pages that contain the buffer can then be accessed by the networking subsystem directly.
The UVM loan mechanism is supposed to be controlled by applications through a system call [6], but this interface appears to be unavailable in the public implementation. Therefore, we have modified the kernel to use the loan mechanism without intervention from the application. The decision whether the loan should be performed or a data copy is used, is determined in our implementation by the two following factors:
boundary.
The buffer must be aligned to a page 0 Range. The buffer must be continuous; i.e., not composed of multiple buffers at different locations. This is a limitation to simplify the modified code.
In case the loan mechanism is used, the first operation is to perform a loan from the VM map of the application. The next steps are to establish a new mapping in the nibuf kernel memory submap and to insert a mapping to the loaned page. Finally, an mbuf is updated with an external reference to the data in the loaned page. We keep the page in the cluster area to allow the usage ofthe cluster reference count mechanism in the kernel. The mapping is removed and the loan terminated when the kernel is finished with the page. Furthermore, we keep a separate array that has a reference to each page. The entries are needed to properly terminate the loan when the packet has been transmitted.
The sysctl() interface is used to activate the loan mechanism and keep track of the number of data transmit requests where the loan mechanism is used.
Measurements
In this section, we describe the tests we performed to measure the throughput of the different data movement mechanisms and the results of these tests. The ccrnmunication endpoints in the tests are identical PCs with 350 MHz Intel Pentium I1 chips and 64 MB memory.
Measurement tools
Collecting data from the kernel requires an interface for applications to retrieve the data. We have modified the kernel to allow a software probe to register information about the memory management operations. This is done by using a function which stores a timestamp, a location value, and a third value which can be used for additional information as needed. The code in the probe is kept as simple as possible to avoid influencing the results too much.
To fill the capacity of a Gigabit Ethernet with UDP traffic, it is required to send 1 Gbps = 1,073,741,824 bits per second, or 134,217,728 octets per second. The maximum size of a UDP packet including headers is 65536 octets, but the standard MTU of an Ethernet is 1500 octets. This means that 89478 packets of 1500 octets must be sent each second to fully utilize the network. A time value which is updated at twice that rate, i.e., every 5.59ms, would be needed to register the maximum time between two successive packets. When taking into consideration that packet sizes might be smaller than 1500 octets, it is desirable to have a certain margin for error. Since it is also ,useful to measure events shorter than the entire maximum time available for sending a packet, the probe should be able to make measurements with at least microsecond accuracy.
Our probe uses the PCC (Processor Cycle Count) value which is updated every 2.85 ns. This value is placed into a, preallocated buffer. The retrieval of this value was measured to take an average of 91 ns, with insignificant variation. In other words, the time resolution of our measurements is good enough and the probe overhead is not significant.
This approach is simple, but can only be used when small amounts of data are stored in the kernel. In order to keep the amount of data small, we used short measurement cycles. After each measurement cycle, we extracted the measurement data from the kernel through the sysctl() interface.
Data movement overhead
In this subsection, we analyze the overhead of moving data from the application, in user space, to the kernel. The test application transmits data with the send() system call. The total time for the system call and the part of that time spent copying data from the application to the kernel is measured. It is compared with the results from the same application running on a system which uses the UVM page loan mechanism to make the data available to the kernel.
The total time it takes to transmit a packet (tt,t) is in this case the sum of the time needed to copy data from the application to the kernel (tl), and the time it takes to perform the rest of the operations related to the transfer ( t 2 ) . The measured values are t l , which is recorded from inside the kernel, and ttot which is measured by the application.
The transfer rate ( R ) from the application is a function of the transfer size (s) and the total time as given in (1).
R = S = S
(1)
The time it takes to transfer a packet varies with the packet size. The theoretical maximum transfer rate for a given t 2 and s, assuming the data copy can be eliminated entirely, occurs when lirntl+O ttot, as given in (2).
Figure 1 attempts to show the maximum potential for improvements by eliminating copy operations, in relation to the maximum speed for a Gigabit Ethernet. It is based on the duration of a given operation on a machine without significant load.
The Copy only value in the plot is obtained by assuming that the total output processing time is equal to the time it takes to copy the contents of a data buffer of the indicated size. Based on the Copy only plot, it is evident that for the The Total and R,,, graphs show the potential improvements from a complete elimination of the overhead from copy operations. It can be seen that data movement is not the only operation performed during protocol processing, but eliminating the overhead from the data copy would result in a substantial performance improvement for larger data sizes. The overhead from the data copy operation starts to matter for data sizes above 512 octets. The R,,, value increases steadily as the data size increases.
To achieve a high throughput it is clearly necessary to use a large data size, but for larger data sizes the overhead from data copy operations becomes significant.
A comparison of the estimated throughput achievable with send(), using either UVM loan or normal data copies Figure 2 . The page loan mechanism is faster for data sizes of page size (4096 octets) and larger, but copy operations are faster for data sizes below this value. When the data spans multiple pages there is a substantial difference.
A comparison of the overhead of the loan and copy operations alone is shown in Figure 3 . The cost of VM operations increases with the number of pages; the overhead from page loan is constant up to 4096 octets. Size starts to matter for copy operations at 1024 octets, and for page loans at sizes greater than 4096 octets. There is clearly a per-page cost for page loan, but the copy cost is larger. The overhead from copy operations is larger than the overhead of the UVM loan mechanism if the data elements are larger than approximately 4096 octets.
UDP throughput
The section above looked at the overhead from different data movement mechanisms. This section describes the measurement of the maximum achievable throughput during sustained data transfers.
Based on the estimates in Figure 2 it should be possible to saturate the Gigabit Ethernet between the test machines when the page loan mechanism is used.The measurements only estimate the maximum limit for transfer speed based on the overhead from sending a single packet (measured multiple times). How well these calculations compare to sustained transfer is examined with netperf. A test run indicates that send errors are frequent. The error count is included in the final results in addition to the throughput.
The result from netperf is shown in Figure 4 . The performance of UVM loan is better, with an increase of up to 45.64% with a 8 KB data size, but not as good as expected. Instead of increasing with the data size, the throughput decreases for data sizes larger than 8 KB. The estimated maximum throughput and the actual results are shown in . For 4 KB the measured value is almost as expected, for 8 KB it is slightly lower, but it falls for values above this. This appears to be caused by a large number of transmission errors, as seen in Figure 6 . With a data size of 32 KB there is a significant amount of errors; more than two per successfully transmitted packet. This results in lower performance since much time is wasted on packets which are never successfully transmitted.
The problem turns out to be that the NIC send queue is frequently full. The driver sets the queue size used to the maximum, which is 512 packets, but during heavy network load it is frequently filled. The use of a large data size (32 KB) and a MTU of 1500 octets results in a lot of fragments which quickly fill the output queue.
The machine uses a 32 bit PCI connection to the NIC, and this might be the bottleneck which reduces the performance. We have not been able to verify this yet however. The tzetperf test also indicates that the CPU usage is 100% for both normal copy and UVM loan. A faster CPU might also help address this problem.
Setting the MTU to 9000 octets increases the speed to 954 Mbit/s and reduces the problem, but does not eliminate it. The effects of changing the MTU has however not been properly examined here. A machine with a 64 bit PCI bus might reduce the problem.
In [6] , the measured bandwidth of a null protocol, which only discards data after moving it lo the kernel, reached nearly 800 Mbit/s with UVM loan where it flattened out with a data size of roughly 100 KB. Using a null protocol means that the effects of protocol processing and packet transmission is not experienced. Our results fall after reaching 8 KB instead. The likely reason, as stated above, is that the bandwidth to the NIC has become the major bottleneck. The results from the null protocol in [6] are more likely to represent the maximum achievable and show that the UVM loan mechanism is an efficient data movement mechanism for large buffer sizes.
The maximum throughput value is reached with a buffer size of roughly 100 KB [6] . Our measurements never exceed 32 KB due to the maximum UDP packet size of 64 KB, including headers, and the maximum throughput value from [6] is never reached.
Conclusions and future work
This paper describes several measurements made to examine the impact of copy overhead on network communication. A comparison of an application using data copies and one using the UVM loan mechanism to move data from the application buffer to the kernel found the latter to provide significant performance improvements in some cases.
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The test system is not able to take full advantage of the improvements since a MTU of 1500 octets results in heavy fragmentation and a large number of transmission errors as the NIC send queue is quickly filled.
This does not reduce the potential benefits from using the UVM loan mechanism, but identifies another possible performance problem which must be taken into consideration when designing high-speed communication systems.
To benefit from the use of zero-copy movement mechanisms such as VM based page movement, it is necessary to ensure proper buffer alignment in applications. This paper does not focus on these issues, but has shown that the benefits from achieving this can be significant. For use in a media server this might not be a problem, since only a small number of applications might need to be modified.
Some of the results point to the PCI bus as a possible bottleneck. We plan to test this on a newer PC with a 64 bit PCI bus.
